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West Coast: Hokitika

On Saturday 27th May twelve 
members of the Christchurch Garden 
Railway Society set off  to the other 
side of the South Island on the “West 
Coast Invasion Weekend”.

We had been invited over by one of 
our members Jim Staton who lives in 
Hokitika.

Not only does Jim have a garden 
railway, but he also has an extensive 
knowledge about historic railway and 
industrial sites on the West Coast. 
Many of them have come under his 
management at some point, either 
through his job at DoC, or through 
other voluntary societies he assists.

We left Christchurch in car loads 
about 8am on Saturday morning. 
Brief stops were made at Darfi eld 
and Arthurs Pass for Rob to stock 
up on food, then it was on across the 
Southern Alps and to the West Coast, 
land of old bush railways, coal and rain! 

We arrived in a wet Greymouth just 

▲ The tank train arrives at the yard while a Heisler shunts wagons on the elevated track on Jim Staton’s garden railway.
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West Coast

before midday on Saturday. Saturday 
morning shopping is alive and well in 
Greymouth and almost every car park 
in the town was taken.

Rob managed to fi nd yet more 
food, and the Toyworld shop, where 
he relieved them of some stock. But 
Andrew beat him to the last green 
model tractor.

Meanwhile Don, John L and Tony 
scoured the Warehouse for train dvd’s.

We met up with Jim Staton, our 
tour guide, at the Greymouth Railway 
station just after noon. Our fi rst 
destination was the model railway club 
at Runanga.

As luck would have it, just as we 

left Greymouth, so did a coal train, 
so we got to see it travel across the 
old wooden truss bridge at Cobden.
Th e 117 year old bridge was closed 
the following day, and a new concrete 
bridge now carries the trains.

After arriving at Runanga we 
sheltered from the rain under the 
station veranda and waited for the coal 
train to pass through on its way to the 
loading bins near Rapahoe.

Runanga used to be the junction 
between the branch lines to Rewanui 
and Rapahoe, both of which served 
coal mines. Th e line up the steep 
incline to Rewanui was considered 
the main line, so the station was built 
facing that line. Th e Rewanui line was 
lifted in 1985, so the station now sits 
isolated from the remaining single line 
to Rapahoe.

Th e station sat vacant for a number 
of years but is now the home of the 
Westland Model Railway Club. Inside 
the station the club has built a detailed 
model of the Rewanui station and yard 
as it existed in 1960.

Reid Hudson and some other 
members were there to greet us 

and explain the features of 
the layout.

Retired railway 
staff  and mine 

workers have 

The Westland Model Railway Club’s model of 
the Rewanui Station and yard.

Photo: John Lammiman

▲  The Shay on the trestle over the tank train on Jim’s garden layout.
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West Coast

commented how accurately everything 
has been placed. At the moment HO 
scale ready-to-run models are used on 
the layout but the club has plans to 
build up a collection of 3/16th scale 
NZR stock for it.

Future plans also involve the 
repositioning of the outside wall 
of the building to incorporate the 
current platform veranda. This will 
give them room to finish the model of 
the incline (which includes the centre 
Fell rail) and link it to a model of the 
old Greymouth yard planned for the 
extended space.

The club had a large wooden arch 
viaduct for sale and this soon found its 
way into the back of Rob’s vehicle to 
accompany the rest of his loot.

After leaving Runanga we proceeded 
up the Grey River valley and visited 
the old Brunnerton mine site. Brunner 
is famous for NZ’s worst coal mine 
disaster where 65 miners were killed in 
an underground explosion in 1896.

Today there are only remnants of the 
area’s activities which once included 
coal mines, coke-making ovens, 
brickworks and housing for 300 people.

The distinctive suspension bridge 
which was built across the Grey River 
in 1876 still stands.

The use of small wagon turntables 
allowed horses to move the coal wagons 
from the railway yard on the south side 
of the river, across the bridge and right 

up to the coal bins for loading.

The mine closed in the 1920’s and in 
later years the bridge was widened for 
road traffic.

A special low roof bus was used to 
get across the bridge for many years 
until new bridges were built.

The bridge is now closed to road 
traffic and in 2004 it was completely 
rebuilt back to its original (narrow) 
configuration. A ‘Q’ class coal hopper 
wagon was restored in 2005 and now 
stands beside the bridge.

After soaking up Jim’s information 

from under the roof of a shelter (so 
we did not need to soak up too much 
of the falling rain), we travelled on 
northwards to Ngahere.

By the time we got up the road 
to Ngahere, the sun was breaking 
through. The restored Davison bush 
lokey looked a fine sight standing 
proudly on its elevated hillside location. 
Jim was instrumental in the restoration 
of the loco back in 2002, so was able to 
give us a full rundown on the abrasion 
blasting and thermo-electro zinc-plated 
treatment it received.

▲ The restoration of the Q wagon at Brunner cost $9700, but will not need 
painting again for 50 years.  The suspension bridge can be seen in the 
background. 

  ▼ The Westland Model Railway Club’s model of the Rewanui station and 
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From here we headed south to 
Hokitika and just happened to pass 
back through Greymouth as the coal 
train travelled back across the old 
Cobden bridge again — what timing!

The remainder of the afternoon 
was spent running trains at Jim’s, 
interspersed with some layout tours 
around Hokitika. 

The first tour was to Bert Upton who 

has an extensive Z gauge layout with 
many buildings. Then we went to see 
Arthur Haworth who has a British 
OO layout which was being controlled 
using the old Zero1 DCC system. 
Finally we viewed Lindsay Thompson’s 
Sn3.5 bush railway which featured 
some outstanding scenery.

After a rather drawn out meal at the 
local Charter club, we headed back to 
Jim’s where we were treated to a slide 
show of some of the recent restoration 
projects he has been involved with.

The next morning dawned much 
clearer than the previous day. More 
train running continued on the two 
loops of track set up on the patio 
outside. 

We also ventured across the 
saturated lawn to the garden railway 
which has seen a recent extension 
thanks to the health department 
declaring the vege garden no longer 
fit to grow vegetables due to soil 
contamination from an old gas works.

Jim’s indoor On30 layout also got a 
good workout. Jim’s On30 stock was 
soon supplemented with arm loads of 
boxes which appeared from car boots,  
with some of them recent purchases 
getting a run for the first time.

▲ A short train with a Rewanui Fell brake van is on the top level while and MDC 
big hustler shunts Bachmann side dump wagons on the line below. 

▼ Lindsay Thompson’s bush railway. He told us the bush was created in less than 
a week! Rocks were made from pieces of bark.

West Coast
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West Coast 

Late morning we headed off for a 
guided tour of the Hokitika Heritage 
and Industrial Park by the airport. 

Construction of a new building was 
under way to store more items. Various 
items in their care range from small 
items such as an historic chain saw 
collection up to some very large items 
such as diggers, boilers and traction 
engines. 

They also have some fire engines 
including the recently restored 
Hokitika Hospital engine and the 
NZR Otira fire engine.

All too soon it was time to 
commence the trek back across the 
mountains to Canterbury again.

We all had a great weekend, and the 
club extends it thanks to Jim and Paula 
for their hospitality and arranging all 
the other visits. GA

▲ Some of the group pose by the 
Davison loco at Ngahere.    

▶ Jim Staton explains the workings of 
the Davison Loco.

▶ The remains of a 1878 Shanks loco 
used by the Lake Brunner Sawmill 
Company. The boiler and saddle 
tank were removed and are on the 
Barclay loco on display at Havelock.  
The frame is seen here at the 
Hokitika Heritage Park.

Photo by John Lammiman.
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May Meeting — Auckland
Robert Graham

This was the second year that David 
and I have hosted the group at our 
garden railway. It wasn’t quite such a 
rush to get ready this time and I felt 
that we had the display set up better 
than our first group meeting. 

Again we were lucky with the 
weather as although we had to put up 
with a cold wind, it was never-the-less 
sunny and dry. Considering how much 
rain we had in May I was very relieved 
that we had a dry day. 

 It also meant that we didn’t have 
to bother with our wet weather 
contingency plan which was going to 
be a loop of track on the floor of our 
rumpus room. Thanks again to Louise 
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for catering the afternoon tea and 
thank you to everybody that brought 
along contributions to the feast.

As it was a bit cool outside I set up 
a DVD player and TV in the rumpus 
room and I know some of you enjoyed 
watching the Christmas Trains and 
White Pass DVD’s. 

 Louise enjoyed speaking to Ian and 
his wife and hearing about their trip 
to Canada and Alaska as that is a trip 
that we would like to do some day. 
Naturally a visit to the White Pass and 
Yukon railroad is high on my list of 
things to do. I guess that most of you 
are like me in that your family trips 
usually involve a visit to or trip on 
some railway or other. 

As usual with these events Murphy 
had to stick his nose into things and 
in the morning when David and I 
were setting up I was aghast to find 
that the trains wouldn’t go. What had 
happened, the trains ran fine earlier 
in the week when David cleaned the 
track? David quickly came to the 
rescue and out came his multimeter to 
find the fault and after a bit of quick 
rewiring we were up and running again.

For those of you who weren’t there 
what we have done for our power 
supply and control is to mount the 
transformer, controllers and LGB 
switch boxes inside a large Black and 
Decker toolbox. These are wired to 3 
flat 7 pin male trailer plugs which run 

out the back of the tool box. So to get 
power to the track all we have to do is 
plug the leads and male trailer plugs 
into the 3 trackside female trailer plugs, 
which are permanently wired to the 
track. 

This generally works well but David 
and I think part of electrical problems 
is down to the fact that we used too 
heavy a gauge of wire to wire the box. 
The heavy wire gauge has meant that 
some of the screw connections haven’t 
been a good fit and they some times 
work loose so at some stage we will 
have to rewire the tool box with a 
lighter gauge wire but one that gives 
a good fit to all the screw connectors. 
Hopefully that way we eliminate any 
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Auckland  

more faults.
While on the topic of wiring does 

anybody know where you can buy wire 
nuts? These are a type of connector 
that just screws down over top of the 
bare wires and makes a quick and 
reliable connection without soldering 
(I must confess that I’m hopeless at 
soldering, perhaps someone can run a 
clinic to teach us all about soldering). 
I have seen wire nuts used in the 
American Garden Railroad magazine 
but haven’t been able to find them at 
Dick Smith or at Mitre 10.

David kept himself pretty busy with 
the actual running of the trains and 
we ran our White Pass Diesel and 
hopper cars plus David’s’ railbus. We 
had a problem with some derailments 
coming out of the tunnel onto the 
bridge and I put this down to damage 
done to the track when a large rock 
was dislodged and fell onto the track. 
That had caused a kink in the track 
which David and I had corrected with 
our bodged together track crow (a U 
shaped device with a screw mechanism 
which can be used to bend rail or 
take the bend out. We have a larger 
version at the Waitakere Tramline 
which we use for track maintenance). 
Unfortunately we had missed the 
fact that the damage to the track 
had also caused a misalignment at a 
joint and we think that was where 
the derailments were caused. I plan 
to fix this with a Hillman rail clamp. 
As usual with garden railways there 
is always something needing fixing or 
improving.

The boys also had fun running the 
Mars Flyer which is quite challenging 
to run and requires a bit of skill to get 
the speed right to get up the hill while 
not going too fast down again. After a 
reminder from Michael I also got out 
my Bachmann rail truck and gave that 
a run.

I hope that you all enjoyed your visit 
and perhaps next time you could bring 
some of your own trains to run as well. 
Louise, Mathew, David and I we would 
like to thank everybody for coming and 
we hope to see you visit again. 
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Model-X 2006

 

Friday night, Queen’s Birthday 
weekend, saw the layout once again 
heading for Henderson through the 
Auckland traffic — taking much more 
than the hour each way needed for each 
trip in previous years.

The team, however, soon had the 
layout inside and unpacked from its 
paired-up modules. 

From this stage it doesn’t take too 
long to assemble the layout. Despite 
not being used for a year, no parts were 
missing. 

This year we had extra help from 
Paul Sharp, Paul Hashfield Trevor 
Cheer and John Whyte in setting up 
and dismantling. It must have looked 
a bit daunting at first with all the bits 
scattered around, but once the first 
section is erected, the rest just slide 
into place.

Saturday morning I arrived and 
found Don and Mathew already up 
and running. They had kept their 
promise to their dad and grandfather, 
the late Bert Oliver, that they would be 
running his trains at Model X. There 

was a large variety of trains run over 
the weekend. 

Stefan Lipsay came up from 
Hamilton on the Sunday and Alan 
Smith traveled from Paeroa. David and 
Robert Graham also ran a selection 
of trains over the two days they were 
rostered on. Paul Hashfield waved 
the English flag with his Lytton and 
Barnstaple train

The weather was fine for Saturday 
which did keep the numbers down. 
Isn’t it sad that to make a successful 
exhibition financially, we need the 
worst weather — anyway by Sunday 
our prayers were answered with a 
packed hall and long queues outside. 
Monday it was fine again, but there was 
still a very good turn out.

Usually we have been regarded as the ▲ The assembly team — left to right: John Whyte, Henrik Dorbeck (back), Ken 
Macdiarmid, Julius Dewaal, Ian Lyons (back).

▲ The fascination with trains knows no age barrier.
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Model-X

noisiest exhibit , which is a bit hard on 
those who exhibit next to us. This year, 
however, we were well upstaged by the 
tank guys  playing their war games with 
radio controlled tanks complete with 
full on sound affects. 

Sunday saw Henrik Dorbeck, 

Ken McDiarmid and later on John 
Stephenson having a European day.  
They were also trying the layout out 
with DCC and running up to five 
trains at once. Two on the mainline and 
three on the tramway. 

I popped in mid-afternoon on 
the Sunday and Ken gave me a 
demonstration on using the LGB 
system. I could see the advantages of 
enabling a number of engine/trains to 
be run on the same track!

We could have at least three new 
members, all long distance, from 
Whangarei, Rotorua and Tauranga

The exhibition closed at 4 pm on 
the Monday and, with most of the 
team returning, the layout was quickly 
pulled apart and laid out on the floor. 

There was at first a bit of a problem at 
first working out which section pairs 
packed together for traveling, but soon 
the team had this jigsaw worked out 
and within an hour everything had 
been located to their correct transport 
position and we were on our way home.

Once home, Dennis Lindsay and Ian 
Lyons helped pack all the layout away 
in its corner of my garage, awaiting its 
next outing to Tauranga.

I would like to thank all those who 
helped out one way or other in making 
our display a success with out you this 
wouldn’t happen. 

 Story:  Michael Hilliar
 Photos:  Doug Parrington

▲ Don and Mathew running Bert 
Oliver’s equipment at the show.

▶ Bert’s “NZR” styled coaches and 
plough van.

▼ Allan Smith and David Graham 
on duty.
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Model-X 

▲ John Stephenson’s  Saxon Meyer  fully articulated loco.

▼ Stefan Lipsey’s Spreewald 2-6-0 and coaches.
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Top: Paul Hashfield’s Lyt 
ton and Barnstaple 2-
4-2 is a regular at the 
show.

Above left: An urgent call 
for the timberyard 
rep. Model by Raynor 
Johnston.

Above rght: Michael 
Hilliar’s Climax hauling 
the log disconnects with 
pole couplings.

Bottom: Dennis  Lindsay’s 
Mogul on a mixed train 
on the outer loop.

Model-X
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With the locomotive stripped down, the cleaning process 
can begin.

The main chassis is rolled outside and the large fuel tank is 
removed then it’s off for steam cleaning.

As soon as this is done, the chassis is returned and lifted 
onto jack-stands and the temporary bogies removed.

Once it is sitting securely on the jack-stands, all the major 
work underneath can begin.

As fast as the old components are removed the new ones 
are fitted in place.

When the new engine is mounted to the main chassis most 
of the loco starts to go back together.

At this time a lot of wiring and plumbing is getting done in 
preparation for the new cab to be fitted. 

DXB Project 
 Part III: The Rebuilding of DXH 5431

Dan Hughes

▲ Steam-cleaning the oil cooler.

▼ The new cab being built for our locomotive.

▼ Replumbing and rewiring the main control panel of the 
cab.

▲ The heart of the beast, looking to the rear.

▼ Working on the new spigot for one of the bogies
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As most of you know I spend most 
of my work days in heaven (loco 
driving heaven). 

Over the time as I have been looking 
through various model railway 
magazines I see pictures of 
peoples interpretations of 
towns and villages. I ask you 
this question.

How many towns and 
villages have a railway running 
through the middle of the main 
street or in front of it?

Why then do we as 
modellers have our towns and 
villages showing the fronts of 
the buildings off in front of 
the track? 

The answer is easy- because 
we pay a lot for the buildings and do 
not want to show the backs of them 
and lose the spectacular fronts.

Over my time driving I have been 
impressed with three locations on the 
west line and particularly with the 
buildings. The locations are Kingsland, 
Morningside and Mt. Albert.

These exhibit a selection of industrial 
and private dwellings. I will go through 
them individually for you with photos 
to illustrate my enthusiasm.

1. Kingsland. This is the private 
dwelling that has the most amazing 
selection of verandas and porches. I 
can guarantee you that if you have been 
there you will wonder why you have 

not taken notice of it. 
It backs directly onto 
the station on the up 
line and consists of two 
houses built on top of 
shops. It looks currently 
like a student dwelling 
/ party centre  — I 
often go past and find 
parties in progress at all 
times of the day. It has a 
myriad of verandas and 
porches / landings that 
are all inter-connected 

and it would make a fantastic model. 
Go and have a look at it.

2.Morningside.  This is a very small 

dilapidated industrial building that is 
on the down line as you come across 
the bridge. It is covered with graffiti 
and is ramshackle in every way. It has 
a collapsed porch, two 
very, very industrial 
windows — one with 
a fan in it — as well as 
an interesting use of 
two types of brick and 
corrugated iron. Even 
without  the graffiti it 
would be a spectacular 
model in the industrial 
district. You would 
not even worry about 
modelling the front 

of it (as I do not know what it is). To 
look at the back of this building you 
need to be very careful as access is over 
the tracks and you need to be very 
cautious. Take a safety man or woman 
with you.

3. Mt. Albert. This is a magical set of 
shops in an old part of town and has 
had all sorts of porches, staircases and 
verandas added. It has street access and 
is easily viewed from the parking lot 
although from the tracks it is better. 

This is a dangerous area as it has 
blind curves at both ends of the area 
– be careful. A woman was killed in 
that locality a couple of months ago.

 Looking at the buildings you can 
imagine back to when they 
had outhouses. Most of the 
buildings have additions that 
are now toilet suites by the look 
of them — doing away with the 
need for the “long drops”. These 
buildings are made of brick and 
definitely not earthquake proof. 
The pictures tell it all.

In the last instance I would like 
to thank Ken for his patience and 
forbearance. When I first mooted 
the idea of going driving he 
looked at me like I had been 
driving too long but eventually 

warmed to the idea — too my face 
anyway. Poor blighter, being carted 
around being enthused and blathered 
at!!   

Modelling Realistic Buildings
Henrik Dorbeck

1

2

3
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As well as trains, track and little 
people, one of the other essential 
elements for our garden railroads is 
buildings. Many of us solve the problem 
of adding buildings to our trainscapes 
by buying kitset buildings such as the 
offerings from Pola and Piko. 

Now these are fine quality models, but 
there are on the pricey side and I often 
feel that I would rather put my money 
towards another locomotive or piece 
of rolling stock. So although I do have 
some kitset buildings on my line, I also 
have  buildings that I have 
built myself. 

I have seen many fine 
scratch-built buildings 
that are built as miniature 
models of real buildings and 
which duplicate full size 
construction methods with 
individual studs, nogs, rafters 
etc. 

These are fine if you have 
the skills and the patience to 
make them but what if you 
want to quickly knock out 
some buildings for your line?

I want my buildings to be 
durable and to stand up to 
being left outside, so what I have been 
doing is constructing my buildings with 
a solid core of tanalised timber — off-
cuts from the likes of fence posts, 
retaining timber etc. Timber treated to 
the  H4 standard is best but even H3 
timber will be reasonably durable. 

In some cases one has to glue several 

pieces together to get the 
right sized core for your 
building. 

Remember to paint any 
cut surfaces with a suitable 
timber preservative, 
such as Metal X, before 
assembling your building. 

You also need to 
measure and cut the 
timber to make the shape 
of the building and roof 
that you are aiming for.

Once you have cut 
and bonded together the 
pieces to make your basic 

building core you can then add doors 
and windows too it as well as adding 
finishing cladding and roofing material. 

Photo 1 shows a building that I have 
made with the solid core and then 
clad with coreflute (that’s the material 
used for real estate signs). I made the 
windows by cutting up a broken office 
filing tray to get the rectangular window 
shape, then backed these windows with 
a simple black painted piece of plastic 
card. You might question here about 
not making proper glazed windows but 

remember I am working to the 3m rule 
and the simple black painted window is 
effective from that distance. 

If you have a router you could cut out 
a rebate for your window allowing you 
to put in plastic glazing and maybe even 
curtains behind the window to give the 
perception of an interior. 

You can clad your building in many 
ways, such as with coreflute or by adding 
small vertical bits of strip wood to 
simulate a board and batten finish. 

For roofing I have used corrugated 
roofing made with flat aluminium sheet 
run through a paper crimper, or, to 
simulate a tar paper covered roof, I have 
cut up off cut pieces of roofing shingles 
and placed them with the black tarred 
side up.

Another roofing technique is to glue 
on the plastic bag clips that you can 
find in the fruit section of Foodtown 
and Woolworths etc. If you glue them 
on in rows with the next row offset and 
overlapping the bottom row it makes an 
effective slate tile effect. I must give Bert 
Oliver the credit for this technique, so 
thanks Bert.

Some of my buildings have been 
clad with cedar (cut from scrap offcuts 
obtained free from our local cedar 
timber importer) and these have been 
left unpainted. 

Likewise the building clad with 
coreflute has also been left unpainted 
as the white coreflute on its own 
has the appearance of white painted 

weatherboards. 
Other buildings have been 

painted — most of these with 
acrylic paint using Resene 
paints test pots. These paints 
are cheaper than Tamiya or 
Humbrol paints and so far they 
have stood up well outside. 
Look out for the Resene “two 
for one” coupons on the back of 
your supermarket dockets!

So there you have it, I hope 
you will agree that buildings 
made this way will provide 
easily made buildings which are 
rugged and durable and which 
once placed outside on your 

garden railway will provide a pleasing 
appearance to the eye. 

As a postscript I gather that the June 
issue of the Garden Railways magazine 
is going to have an article on durable 
buildings and I will be interested to see 
what techniques they recommend.

Durable Outdoor Buildings
Robert Graham

▲ Building made with the solid core and then clad with 
coreflute.

▼ Low relief buildings under construction from solid timber.
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Auckland
Tom Pearce

86 Waimarie Rd
Whenuapai Village

416-2313
Sunday 23rd July

2-4pm
Wet or fine

(Tom’s scratchbuilt NZR  
models are superb!)

Wellington
Check with Dan Hughes  

04 9778210

Christchurch
July 23rd  

Graeme Wood.  
90A Tilford Street,  

Woolston.
 

August 20th.
Robin Jager Memorial 

Show,
Burwood School Hall.

10am-4pm.
 

September  24th.
Don’s Work 

(note change of weekend)
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Auckland
Ian Lewis
44 Edwards Rd
RD1
Warkworth 1241
 ph: 09 4257042 (hm)
 ph: 09 4250046 (bus) 
 fax: 09 4250071 
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Dan Hughes
 ph: 04 9778210
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Christchurch:
Glen Anthony
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Newsletter deadlines:
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of the month of publication. Copy 
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Images: Preferably the raw full-size 
images from your digital camera.  
Photographs needing scanning can 
be posted to Ian.
Subscriptions:
The newsletter is available through 
your local club or group as a printed 
or emailed copy —  Christchurch: 
Don Ellis, ph. 03-3652267 
Wellington: Dan Hughes, ph. 04 
9778210 
Auckland: Michael Hilliar, ph. 09 
2664745
It can also be purchased directly 
as a printed and posted copy from 
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New Zealand G-Scale News
The national newsletter of New Zealand’s  

45mm gauge model railway groups

Diary DatesBert Oliver 
1931-2006

 
I was deeply shocked when Mike Hilliar rang 

me to say that Bert Oliver had passed away. I 
knew he was not well and had visited him in 
hospital (as had many of our members) but just 
did not think I had so little time to enjoy his 
company.

Bert was one of our colorful and active 
members in the modeling scene. He would 
take anything around the house and make 
it into a credible model that he was proud 
enough to show us at the next meeting. While 
he had models out of the box that he carted 
along to the meetings in that old white van, he 
had a couple of plastic boxes that housed the 
treasures that he had built from scratch. They 
were all based on NZR models that he had 
seen around in his travels.

In attending the funeral with several 
members of the group, I saw a different side 
of him that I knew existed but had not really 
connected to the man. Bert and Joy have been 
married for 53 years and have lived in the same 
house over that time. They reared a family in 
the same home with love and supported them 
through all the trials and triumphs of life. The 
one major thing that shone through the service 
from all the family members was the love and 
pride he had for them all. Bert and Joy built 
their house from the first stick of timber to 
the top frame, Bert having a carpentry trade 
certainly helping this endeavor. Bert would 
not have been Bert without the support from 
Joy. Do you remember the afternoon tea we 
had at the Oliver’s first meeting. I was totally 
amazed at the range of food here- wagon wheel 
sandwiches, sleeper cakes and signal biscuits to 
mention a few. No matter how hard we tried no 
one ever managed to eat the place dry. This is 
an example of the support that Joy gave to Bert. 
I still have the plants in the garden that Joy gave 
to us on the first meeting at their house.

It is with great sorrow we say farewell to an 
old friend who was an ardent supporter of our 
merry band. I can only say to Joy and the family 
how sorry we are for her loss and pass on our 
sincerest condolences in their time of sadness.

 Henrik


